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ackie Walsh (RN) used to
have amazing skin! But
after the birth of her first
child - cystic and non-cystic
acne made their homes on
Jackies chin / Jaw. In the late
2000s she got her first job in
the Aesthetic field and knew
that if she was going to be
trusted by her
clients,
she needed
to put her
best face
forward
(literally).
It may
shock
you to
find out,
that
Jackie
has
never
had filler. Not
because she doesn’t love
the idea of filler, but she’s not
experiencing volume loss yet!
Since she notices her skin
concerns most she wants to
target those before nitpicking
other areas! She says when
she get her skin conditions
under control before properly
assessing her face to
determine which fillers would
be best for her.

This practice of ‘no filler until
I’m acne free’ is not common,
but it’s whats giving her the
motivation to stick to skin
routines!
She first tried over the counter
acne medications and quickly
found they were making her
skin worse and causing her to
dry out.
She’s grateful for
Injector /
Dermatologist
Christine for
setting her up with
the medication
Spironolactone, but
also knew she’d
want a peel.
It was then she
decided to put her self
on our Estheticians
schedule and get the
help she needed.
The estheticians took one look
at her and knew immediately
that she needed quite a few
chemical peels to get the job
done.
The team started her oﬀ light
with a Skin Medical Retinol
peel to ensure her skin could
stand ‘the strong stuﬀ’ and
when she had no major

reaction to the Retinol, they
moved forward.

Acne Scars. So she opted for
‘The Perfect Peel’

The Estheticians proceeded to
reach for the top shelf of
chemical peels and they
introduced her to the PCA MD
peel. It’s a high percent of
TCA (Trichloroacetic acid) and
is known to leave friends faces
in shambles
as the
scarred /
dead skin
sheds oﬀ to
reveal brand
new Smooth
skin. Good
news, it
comes with a
Post Care
Kit!

This peel was newer to our
oﬃce at the time so she stood
as a guinea pig, but after
seeing her results we knew we
had to bring it on ASAP!

Being in the
industry, she knew that after
her skin healed, and she sat
tight for a month, she was
going to want a second peel.
After all the skin is your largest
and most complex organ and
it takes a bit of TLC to get it
where you want it.
She met again with our
estheticians who
recommended a diﬀerent peel
— the PCA MD which was
great for tone and texture, but
now she wanted to target

These peels not only helped
Jackie with her
acne scars (And
active break outs)
but they also
helped her with her
static lines! Any
good meesha
client knows Static
lines are the ones
that are trickier to
treat with Botox
and are better
treated with peels
and microneedling.
These lines can be brought
on by sleeping on your side!
Fortunately a side aﬀect of
Jackie's skin care journey was
erasing those!
Jackie is loving her new skin
and looks forward to
continuing her journey!
Stay tuned to Social Media to
see when Injector Jackie gets
her first round of filler!

